10

reasons to choose a Perfecta

®

awning

E-Z ADJUSTMENTS

STRENGTH AND DURABILITY

Our optional E-Z Pitch adjustment
package allows you to easily change
the pitch of your awning whenever
you choose.

To prevent twisting, bowing, and weathering,
Perfecta uses steel, not aluminum, for its
galvanized roller tube and powder-coated
square tube. This adds weight, strength,
and longevity to your unit.

VERSATILITY
Perfecta’s well-devised mounting system enables you
to install almost anywhere. A variety of strong mounting
brackets permit a solid installation that
match every architectural style.

SUPERIOR FABRIC
PROTECTION
Only Perfecta offers patented tilting
arms which permit the curved front
bar to fit snugly against the fabric
on the roller tube. This allows the
entire cloth cover to be totally
protected under the hood for
eliminating weather exposure.
A clean cover looks better and
lasts longer.

STRONGER
ARMS
Extra strong Perfecta
arms are fitted with special,
durable cables and three
springs to lessen fabric sag.
Smaller projection arms
are fitted with three
cables and two springs.

WESTERN SUN SOLUTIONS

GORTEX THREAD
Lock stitch sewing with GORTEX
thread eliminates the worry of
U.V. damage to the stitching of
your awning fabric.

VERTICAL FLEXIBILITY
The patented tilting installation bracket
is the core piece of every Perfecta
awning. When the awning extends, it
sets the front bar to the preadjusted
position; simultaneously it activates
the automatic steel wind-lock. This
limits the vertical lift of the arms to
protect against windy conditions.

SHEATHED CABLES
New plastic sheathed cables add
longevity to the lateral arms used
in all Perfecta products.

HORIZONTAL FLEXIBILITY
Horizontal flexibility allows the force of the wind to be absorbed
into the ball and socket style front bar connector. This allows for
maximum strength through a total range of motion.

Vario-Volant, a vertical fabric drop
at the front of the awning,
solves many late afternoon
western sun problems.

